DoorViewer
Model: DS175/DS238

A revolutionary product which virtually eliminates the conventional peephole.

With DoorViewer, you don't have to approach the door, or strain your eyes to see visitors through a peephole anymore. Have a nondistorted clear view of the outside even if you stand up to seven away from your door with any one of our DS238 or DS175 models.

Features

- No need to put your eye to the door
- One directional viewer
- 132 degree wide angle view
- Clear viewing from up to 7 feet away
- Watch for unexpected visitors
- Easy to install; do-it-yourself
- No electrical connections
- Maintenance free
- 5 years manufacturer’s warranty

Ultra Wide Viewing Angle
Now is the time to say goodbye to the old peepholes and move on to an amazing new security device that provides a larger, clearer image at 132-degree wide angle.

The DS238 Model
High quality glass optical components and all aluminum body has made the DS238 the number one choice for high value residential doors and most commercial applications.

Who Uses the DS238?
Dept. of Homeland Security, Correctional facilities, Military, Banks, Zoos, University dorms, Security companies, Food chain-stores, Assisted living residences, Builders, and more.

The DS175 Model
A lower cost version of the popular DS238, but slightly smaller in size (1 3/4” viewing diameter). It is constructed with a high impact ABS plastic body and glass optical components. The DS175 comes in 5 different colors (white, black, silver, bronze, and brass) offering you the most options for matching your door.

For Dealership & Pricing
Call 866-216-8700
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